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Day 1
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Arrive in Georgetown, Guyana

Today we arrive in Georgetown, capital of South America's only English speaking country.
Guyana's capital city lies on the coast, protected by a sea wall and an elaborate drainage system designed by the Dutch.
Built mostly of wood, Georgetown is an architectural wonder with many of its buildings dating back to the 16th and
17th centuries. Called the garden city due to its wide tree lined avenues, Georgetown is a little piece of the colonial past
in a modern world.
Overnight in Georgetown. Meal plan: Dinner, if required.
Day 2

Georgetown: City Tour & the "Mash" Celebration

This morning we will have a brief tour of Georgetown's principal sights. We start at the Seawall and then drive to the
historical center and view St George's Cathedral, one of the world's tallest free standing wooden buildings, and the
Parliament building, completed in 1833. We continue to the Botanical Gardens and the Zoo and finish with the Hibiscus
Craft Market and the Post Office. (Depending on timing and schedules, Georgetown sightseeing may occur at a
different point in our tour). We also see the Victorian Law Courts and Town Hall, as well as the historic Starbroek
Market.
The main focus of our tour today is to witness and participate in the "Mash", or Mashramani Festival, Guyana's
celebration of their independence. Akin to Trinidad's Carnival, we will get to see the procession of floats and colourful
costumes worn by the festival-goers as they celebrate this biggest event in Guyana far into the night. Earplugs may be
necessary!
Overnight in Georgetown. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 3

Georgetown - Baganara Resort

We depart Georgetown and travel to Baganara Resort by boat (approximately 1 to 1.5 hours). Pre-eminent among the
three hundred and sixty-five islands in the mighty Essequibo is this wonderful little paradise with one hundred and
eighty-seven acres of lush green foliage and colourful tropical flowers. This is the gateway to the unspoilt rainforest of
Guyana and the junction where the great Essequibo and Mazaruni rivers meet.
This evening, as the sun sets, we make an excursion up the Essequibo River by motor boat to Parrot Island. As the
warm tropical day ends, myriad stars of the equatorial zone appear and thousands of Amazonian parrots arrive to roost
for the night. We will walk on the edges of this mangrove island listening to the sounds of these intelligent birds
preparing for the night. The flocks of parrots arriving at twilight is an unforgettable experience.
Overnight at Baganara Resort. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
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Day 4

Baganara: Kaieteur Falls

An aircraft will pick us up at Baganara for our day tour of the Kaieteur Waterfall.
Kaieteur thunders over a precipice, plummeting 224 m (741 feet), making it the longest single drop waterfall in the
world. This is Guyana's trademark and one of the most impressive and beautiful sights in Guyana, a solid column of
water in a perpendicular drop into cascading foam and spray over the great boulders at the foot of the cliff, producing
breathtaking rainbows across the gorge (hopefully the weather will be clear!). The aircraft circles the falls, giving views
to both sides of the plane, and then lands nearby.
We walk through a tropical gorge, stopping at a number of viewpoints, before reaching the very edge of the top of the
Falls. There are many legends of Kaieteur, but the most enduring tells of a great old chief of the Patamona tribe whose
name was Kaie. To save his people from being destroyed by the savage Caribishi, Kaie sacrificed himself to the
Makonaima, the Great Spirit, by canoeing himself over the falls.
We then fly back to Baganara. In the afternoon, we will have an opportunity for some free time. There is a possibility to
take a swim in the warm, clean waters of the river, or perhaps the soft sand beaches that surround the island. Kayaks are
available for those wishing to explore the river on their own; alternatively, you may choose to curl up in a hammock and
relax. We may also use the main boat to do an excursion to look for more birds and other wildlife.
Overnight at Baganara Resort. Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Day 5

Baganara Resort - Georgetown, Guyana - Paramaribo, Suriname

We rise early this morning for a pre-breakfast nature walk. Our walk takes us through the humid swamp forests that
cover much of Baganara Island. This is a perfect opportunity to identify some of the region's numerous tree species and
watch for some of the more than 200 bird species recorded in the surrounding area.
After breakfast you can feel free to join us on our boat excursion; after lunch we will use the resort boat to make our
way back to the port to take our bus for the short drive back to Georgetown. After dinner, we will be taking a late night
flight to Paramaribo in Suriname.
Overnight in Paramaribo. Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Day 6

Paramaribo - Commewijne River Cruise - Paramaribo

Today we have a full-day excursion with a cruise on the Commewijne River, directly opposite Paramaribo city. Our tour
will take us along the river, past former colonial plantations of which most are abandoned and no longer active. A visit
to the open-air museum at Nieuw Amsterdam and Marienburg, the oldest former sugar plantation in Suriname, will
carry you back in time. The agricultural projects in Alkmaar, Katwijk and surroundings will offer you a view on how the
plantation industry transformed itself in modern times. The river, which takes in a dominant place in Commewijne,
provides a way of earning a living to many fishermen in the area. We will also enjoy an atmospheric break for lunch at
our plantation visit.
Overnight in Paramaribo. Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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Day 7

Paramaribo - Kabalebo Jungle Resort

Today we fly to the Kabalebo Nature Resort, a luxurious lodge lying in one of the most beautiful areas of Suriname,
deep in the untouched (and malaria free) Amazon jungle.
Within a range of hundreds of kilometers, you will see nothing except for the flora and fauna of the splendid Amazon
rainforest. Where playful monkeys leap through the treetops, the colourful parrots glide above your head and unusual
fish leap and quickly swim away down a secluded creek...
Besides the numerous unusual birds, colourful butterflies and many dazzling types of fish, you may also come across a
member of the cat family, the jaguar. You may spend hours on exploratory trips together with your guide. But you may
also see many animals even if you decide to remain in the vicinity of the lodge.
Overnight at Kabalebo Jungle Resort. Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Day 8

Kabalebo Jungle Resort

Nature Resort Kabalebo lies in one of the most beautiful pieces of jungle in Suriname. Because no people live in the
wide surroundings, pure untouched nature is found here.
During our time at the resort, we will have a jungle walk during which we will become acquainted with the extensive
flora and fauna of the Amazon forest. Our guide will tell us about the animals making their home in this area, the
medicinal qualities of the plants or acquaint you with the colourful beauty of the jungle flowers.
During the hike, you are introduced to the numerous inhabitants of the rainforest. From plants with medicinal qualities
to the many brightly coloured birds found up in the tree tops.
Balance of the day for optional activities.
Kabalebo Jungle Resort. Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Day 9

Kabalebo Jungle Resort - Paramaribo: City Tour

This morning we fly back to Paramaribo.
Paramaribo originated in the 17th century around an old trading post and Fort Willoughby, which was renamed Fort
Zeelandia after the Dutch conquered it in 1667. The Dutch made the settlement near the fort the colony's capital, calling
it Nieuw Middelburg. This name for the new capital has never been accepted. The popular name for the capital is still
'foto,' derived from 'fort.' Some months later, the British took over the fort again, but under the Peace of Breda,
Suriname became a Dutch colony again. The name Paramaribo is derived from 'Paramurubo,' the name of an old
Arrawak village, which means 'city of parwa blossoms.' This afternoon we have a tour of this historic capital.
Sights in Paramaribo include: The Central Market where you can find tropical fruit and vegetables galore (we may have
to visit one morning, when the market is in full swing); here one can meet a cross-section of Suriname's ethnicallydiverse population. The Palm Garden, which is behind the Presidential Palace, is famous for its stately palm trees.
Waterfront / Independence Square is the centre of activity during national holidays. There are also several food stands
along the Waterfront. The historic Fort Zeelandia has been turned into a museum, which highlights Suriname's history
and arts.
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Overnight in Paramaribo. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 10

Paramaribo, Suriname - Cayenne, French Guiana

Today we travel by road to Cayenne, the capital of French Guiana. Time premitting, we may accomplish some Cayenne
sightseeing upon arrival.
Overnight in Cayenne. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 11

Cayenne: City Tour & Devil's Island

French Guiana's atmospheric capital and chief port offers a number of attractive sights. Points of interest on our tour
include the Jesuit-built residence of the Prefect in the Place de Grenoble, the Canal Laussat (1777), and the Botanical
Gardens. In the centre of town, the Musee Departamental features exhibits on indigenous peoples and the notorious
penal settlements on Devil's Island. Lively cafés and market stalls are to be found in the Place des Palmistes.
Later today we proceed for a tour of Devil's Island, famous (or infamous) for the more than 30,000 French convicts who
died in its hell-hole prisons; Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman had a tough time trying to escape from its jungle
swamps in the movie, Papillon. Those who were sent to the islands -- Ile Royale, St.Joseph and Ile du Diable -- were the
convicts who had proved unbreakable in the prison camps of the mainland colony, or traitors such as Captain Dreyfus,
who spent four years there until his conviction was annulled and he returned to France.
The Devil's own islands are now lushly pretty, with their flights of stone-cut steps under the palms leading to superb
views of the blue sea and the church framed in scented frangipani trees. Turtles swim in the channel below Ile Royale
where once sharks waited for prisoners' bodies to be thrown into the sea. The tales of the convicts' misery seem no
closer to us today than the stories of some medieval castle, although the last of them left Guiana as recently as 1952.
Today the prison buildings high up on Ile Royale are a hotel and spacious restaurant, used mainly by the space centre as
a place to hold celebrations when a new batch of satellites is rocketed into orbit.
Overnight in Cayenne. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 12

Cayenne - Kourou & Ariane Space Centre

This morning we travel to the Ariane Space Center for a tour on arrival. The space business is booming and the
champagne corks pop with each launch every three weeks or so. Ariane rockets, whose path out over the Atlantic is
tracked from Devil's Island, have put two-thirds of all Western satellites into space and the base is by far the biggest
source of income for French Guiana, whose only other cash comes from some fruit grown in jungle plantations by
Mhong refugees from Indo-Chinese wars. Thanks to the French taxpayer, this leftover from the days of empire has the
highest standard of living in South America.
Overnight in Kourou. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 13
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Today we travel by road back to Paramaribo. We have lunch in St-Laurent du Maroni and continue to Kourou via
Iracoubo, a nice village with a beautiful church and tourist office. We then ferry across Marowijne River, the border
with Suriname. We arrive in Paramaribo at approx 17:00.
Overnight in Paramaribo. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 14

Paramaribo, Suriname - Port of Spain, Trinidad

Today we fly from Suriname to the Republic of Trinidad & Tobago, home to calypso and the steelband, with a
wonderful blend of blue-green waters, golden sands and lush tropical jungles.
On arrival we will have an orientation tour. We visit the capital, Port of Spain, where gingerbread-style houses are
found side-by-side with a variety of modern structures. The seven grandest examples of colonial Victorian houses lie in
a row along St Clair's border with the Savannah. Known as the 'Magnificent Seven', the houses are each in a different
style but vie to out-do each other in form and decoration.
We visit the nearby Botanical Gardens. Later we see the impressive President's Residence; the leafy suburbs of St Ann's
lie behind. We will view the Red House (Parliament), the Hall of Justice, and Woodford Square. The garden in the
square is the setting for open-air political debate: the topic of the day is written on a blackboard each morning. The
Woodbrook area is dotted with restaurants and bars, many of which are in small 'gingerbread' houses, fringed with
fretwork and delicately painted.
Then it's a short drive to Lady Young Lookout for an excellent panoramic view of Port of Spain. We'll head for Santa
Cruz Valley with its endless cocoa and coffee plantations. The drive through this valley is approximately 20 minutes
and from here we continue along the scenic North Coast Road where we will take in a panoramic view of the Caribbean
Sea at Maracas Lookout. On reaching Maracas Beach, Trinidad's most beautiful and popular, you can swim, sunbathe
or relax before returning to the hotel (changing facilities are available). A must for lunch (on your own) is to try the
famed Bake & Shark at one of the many food stalls located at Maracas Beach.
Overnight on Trinidad. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 15

Trinidad: Central Trinidad and Caroni Nature Sanctuary

This morning we visit the lively and colourful Chaguanas fresh produce market and busy bazaar street with a break for
exploration and shopping.
We continue our island tour that takes us through the plains of Central Trinidad, vast mangrove swamps, and rice fields.
Trinidad being a mixed society, of all different races, we will see many Hindu flags in front of private residences and
Hindu temples and hear about their significance. We also visit the remarkable Sadhu Hindu Temple, built under great
sacrifice out in the sea.
We then continue to the Caroni Nature Sanctuary, a mangrove swamp covering an area of 40 square miles at Trinidad's
North West Coast. We board a large flat-bottomed boat and slowly travel along the beautiful peaceful waterways and
lagoons admiring the bizarre beauty of the landscape and a variety of birds and other wildlife. The most astounding
among these birds is the scarlet ibis, a large bright red bird feeding and nesting here. This tour is world renowned
among ornithologists as it offers the observer an opportunity to see this rare protected bird with very little effort. After
this relaxing boat ride we return to the main landing and make our way back to Port of Spain.
Overnight in Port of Spain. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
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Day 16

Trinidad: Asa Wright Nature Centre - Tobago

This morning we visit the Asa Wright Nature Centre, home to hundreds of species of birds, as well as other local flora
and fauna. The AWNC is a "Not-for-Profit" Trust established in 1967 by a group of naturalists and bird-watchers to
"protect part of the Arima Valley in a natural state and to create a conservation and study area for the protection of
wildlife and for the enjoyment of all."
Our guided walk will explore the Discovery Trail and conclude on the verandah. Colourful birds like the brilliant green
shining Honeycreepers and the Jacob Hummingbirds visit the nearby feeders just below the verandah. This is one of the
best places for birding in the tropics. The original estate house of the former coffee-cocoa-citrus plantation has been
beautifully remodeled over the years as a comfortable headquarters where guests gather to watch the incredible birdlife
from the verandah.
This afternoon we fly to the nearby island of Tobago, the smaller of the two main islands that make up the Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago. This is also the quieter of the two, and the people of Tobago pride themselves on their distinct
culture and history and the natural beauty of their island.
Overnight on Tobago. Meal plan: Breakfast and dinner.
Day 17

Tobago: Island Catamaran Tour

Today we tour the island by catamaran.
Comfortable, cushioned seats below a sunroof allow full enjoyment of our cruise. This wonderful sailing experience
includes a delicious barbeque lunch and open bar, coffee or tea as well as snorkeling equipment. With some luck, this
might be the easiest way to catch the sight of turtles, friendly stingrays and dolphins.
Sails are hoisted as we cruise along the scenic Caribbean coast and Cotton Bay, a beautiful, totally unspoilt bay
accessible only by boat. In the Bay guests can relax on board, swim, snorkel, float on flotation devices, or take a stroll
on the beach. Lunch is served here - including grilled fish, local stewed chicken, salads and garlic bread with coffee or
tea.
In the early afternoon when the wind is right, the boat sails back to Mt. Irvine -- and you never know what you'll see on
the journey .... anything is possible from whales to dolphins!
Overnight on Tobago. Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Day 18

Tobago - Port of Spain - Departure

Today we fly home via Port of Spain.*
* At time of writing this itinerary, the group flight from Tobago will arrive in Port of Spain at 7:05 am 11 March. If you
are booking your own flights, please ensure that your onward flight does not depart before 10 am.
BON VOYAGE! Meal plan: Breakfast.
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